PREFACE

Way back in 1982-1985 when I chose to do the Bachelor of Arts Degree in Double Main – History and English – offered by the Calicut University, Kerala, India, I hardly knew the real academic intentions of the course designers in creating such a curious combination. Even when I made my choice to do higher studies in literature, the orientation my B.A. exerted in me took the form of an uneasy fascination with history without which literature began to appear to me quite incomplete. It was also a time, I noticed, when many historians seemed to think of their own discipline in association with literature in a similar sense of incompleteness.

However, the mainstream historians as well as the mainstream literary critics were seen holding on to assumptions of independence and self-sufficiency in their so-called individual disciplines. The tendency appeared to be a sort of anachronism in a time often described as postmodern to pretend to live by faith in values expressed in such terms as mainstream, independence, individuality, identity, compartmentalization etc. any further, whereas the intellectually inherent intentions of my old Bachelor Degree seemed to challenge all such fallacies, even without a legitimatization from postmodernism. Consequently, the confluence of literature and history seemed to me too spontaneous.
To channelize these thoughts into a fruitful research topic as 'literature as a source of history' and to decide on the Portuguese epic as its case study, I owe immeasurably to my Guide and Supervisor, Dr. K.S. Mathew, himself a renowned authority on Indo-Portuguese history. But for his constant encouragement and guidance, this work could not have been started nor completed. I place on record most sincerely the indebtedness of this research project to him.

I have been constantly directed and encouraged by my Co-Guide Dr. P. Marudanayagam, on literature side. Some of the serious technicalities could be resolved only by the timely assistance generously offered by Dr. P. Marudanayagam, Dr. N. Natarajan, Dr. G. Chandhrika, Dr. Clement Lourdes and Ms. Anju S. Nair. I remain much obliged to the critical comments offered by the Doctoral Committee.

For learning Portuguese language, without which this work would have been impossible, I was immensely helped by Sr. Teresa of Victory Convent (Cochin), IRISH (Thalassery), Fundação Oriente, Mr. Charles Dias, Dr. Antony Fernandez, Dr. U.V. Shakeela, Sara Pinto Rosa, Isabel Nogueira, Comba Torre and most specially by my beloved Portuguese teacher Ms. Maria do Céu Barreto. Further, Fundação Oriente-Biblioteca Nacional combined fellowship of 2003 helped me to collect materials from Lisbon.
I thank wholeheartedly the Management of St.Thomas’ College and Dr.Sérgio Mascarenhas for helping me realize a centre for Portuguese studies at my college campus. The encouragement offered by Dr.Sérgio is unforgettable with regard to a fellowship from Fundação Oriente to do the Annual Course in Portuguese Language and Culture at the Faculty of Letters, University of Coimbra in 2007-2008. I am particularly grateful to my M.A.English students of 2005 admission for constantly reminding me of the urgency to complete my project as soon as possible. I sincerely thank my student Sajo Jose who turned my teacher on account of the technicalities concerning the use of a special on-line material.

I wish to express my profound gratitude to Prof. K.C. Francis, Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, and Dr. K. M. Francis for preventing the spirit in me from being completely dead. Similarly, the support from my own colleagues of the Department of English, St. Thomas’ College, has never failed in its generosity.

Acknowledging the possibility of having omitted unwittingly names of many important persons, I finally thank Lily Paul and Rhea Davis whose love alone afforded me the courage to take the freedom even at our home to remain a student – an attitude, which was indispensable, above all else, for the successful completion of this research.
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